PGP Key Signing Party

Introduction

Key-ID: F108E41A
Fingerprint: E6E9EB7811CoB8E1BE0196091E91B508441F108E41A
“There are two kinds of cryptography in this world: cryptography that will stop your kid sister from reading your files, and cryptography that will stop major governments from reading your files.

What is PGP?

- PGP - ("Pretty Good Privacy") - Privacy software developed by Phil Zimmermann, which includes public key cryptography, a standard packet and key format, and symmetric encryption as well.

- PGP is a *cryptography*

- *Cryptography* is the science of using mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data and it enables you to store sensitive information or transmit it across insecure networks (like the Internet) so that it cannot be read by anyone except the intended recipient.
Why do we need PGP?

* for security
* for personal
* for private
How PGP works?

The basic concept:
You generate a pair of matched keys. One of these is referred to as your "Public" key, and the other as "Private/Passphrase". You give the Public key to anyone who asks for it or you can even publish it on your web site.

The public key is always the one that you make public, and the private key is always the one that you keep private.

In fact, if you don't get the public key for the person receiving the email, then you cannot encrypt an email to them. This is also true for the person sending email to you - if they don't have your public key, then they can't send you encrypted email.
How PGP works?

How do you exchange public keys?
Either directly, sending them to each other... or by putting your public key on a "keyserver".

For example:
If you want to send me something, you'd encrypt it using my public key. No one else can decrypt it; only my private key will work. On the other hand, I might be concerned that it really is you sending me a message. In that case, you'd encrypt your message using your private key (this is called "signing"). If I can decrypt it with your public key (presumably I somehow obtained that key and trust that it really is yours), I know that the message really came from you.
Benefits of using PGP?

*The primary benefit of public key cryptography is that it allows people who have no preexisting security arrangement to exchange messages securely.

*The need for sender and receiver to share secret keys via some secure channel is eliminated;

*All communications involve only public keys, and no private key is ever transmitted or shared.
PGP key signing party

A key signing party is a get-together of people who use the PGP encryption system with the purpose of allowing those people to sign each others keys. Key signing parties serve to extend the web of trust to a great degree. Key signing parties also serve as great opportunities to discuss the political and social issues surrounding strong cryptography, individual liberties, individual sovereignty, and even implementing encryption technologies or perhaps future work on free encryption software.
Types of PGP key signing party

There are different possible structures for keysigning parties. These different formats were designed to accommodate the increasing levels of participation as PGP has become more popular. The sections below describe three of the most common methods and provide instructions for each one.

1. Informal Method Party
2. List Based Method Party
3. Hash Based Method Party
Informal Method Party

1. The most common type of keysigning party is the informal party. Ideally, you should bring small pieces of paper with your name and pgp key fingerprint on them to hand out to people. Many people now have their PGP key fingerprint printed on the back of their business card along with the address of a preferred keys server where people can download an up to date key. They also often include a small "verified" checkbox that someone can mark if they choose to check identification.
List Based Method Party

For a list based party, more coordination is necessary. A list PGP key fingerprints of everyone who had planned to attend the party is created by the party coordinator. The Coordinator can post the list on the web so that recipients can print it out, or much better can bring copies to the party for everyone.

The Coordinator should check and verify the identification and verify fingerprint information for each person at the party on against your list.
Hash Based Method Party

The Hash Based Method Party Specifically for numerous participants, parties involving a few hundred people. The party must be pre-announced. Key information is collected by a coordinator who publishes the list along with a hash value.

At the party, the entire group of participants should be asked if they are present and if their key information is correct. If no objections are raised, no one is absent, identities are verified, and the hash value for the master list is verified by all participants all keys on the list can be digitally signed.
Other useful PGP links
A few more links for PGP newbies, or those who wish to re-acquaint themselves.

http://www.pgpi.org/ -- The International PGP Home Page
http://www.pgpi.org/download/ -- Download PGP
http://www.gnupg.org/ -- GNU PGP (Linux)
http://www.gpg4win.org/download.html
Thanks for Listening... Enjoy the booze and keep on hacking'
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